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Abstract
Branch prediction is the predominant approach for minimizing

the pipeline breaks caused by branch instructions. Traditionally,
branch prediction is accomplished in one of two ways, static pre-
diction at compile-time via compiler analysis or dynamic predic-
tion at run-time via special hardware structures. In this paper,
we propose a novel technique that aims to combine the strengths
of the two approaches – the lower cost of compile-time analysis
with the effectiveness of dynamic prediction. Specifically, we pro-
pose that the compiler use profile feedback to define a prediction
function for each branch and insert a few explicit instructions per
branch into the compiled code to compute the prediction function.
These instructions are carefully selected to predict the direction
of the branch using any information available during run-time. A
strength of this approach is that information beyond branch history
can be used to make predictions, such as the contents of the archi-
tectural registers. To substantiate our proposal, we present an al-
gorithm for selecting the prediction instructions, and demonstrate
the performance of the approach against contemporary static and
dynamic branch prediction strategies.

1 Introduction

The performance of pipelined processors depends strongly
on the efficiency with which branch instructions are handled.
Branches cause lengthy breaks in the pipeline by redirecting in-
struction flow during program execution. In a simple pipelined
processor, instructions proceed sequentially through fetch, decode,
execute, and write-back stages of the pipeline. When a branch is
fetched, the address of the instruction that will execute next is not
immediately known. Hence, the fetch stage must stall and wait for
the branch target to be calculated. The target of a branch is gen-
erally resolved during the execute stage. Therefore, the fetch unit
stalls while the branch advances through the decode and execute
stages of the pipeline. After the branch instruction has completed
execution, the branch direction is known and instruction fetch can
safely resume at the correct target address. Stalling the instruction
fetch for each branch introduces a large number of empty cycles,
referred to as bubbles, into the pipeline. These bubbles severely
limit the performance of pipelined processors by restricting the
utilization of the processor resources. The performance problem
becomes amplified as pipeline depth and instruction issue width of
processors are increased.

Branch prediction is a highly effective approach for dealing
with branches in pipelined processors. Branch prediction guesses

the targets of branches in order to speculatively continue execut-
ing instructions while a branch target is being calculated. In the
cases where the prediction is correct, all the speculative instruc-
tions are useful instructions, and pipeline bubbles are completely
eliminated. On the other hand, incorrect prediction results in both
the normal pipeline bubbles while the branch target is resolved, as
well as additional delay to remove all instructions that were im-
properly executed. Clearly, the accuracy of the branch prediction
strategy is central to processor performance.

There are two basic classes of branch prediction strategies:
static and dynamic. Static branch prediction utilizes information
available at compile time to make predictions. In general, the com-
piler is responsible for static branch prediction. The most com-
mon static branch prediction approach is to use profile informa-
tion [8],[5]. Other static branch prediction approaches include de-
riving and applying heuristics based on program structure [2],[6],
and utilizing machine-learning techniques to determine static fea-
ture sets of branches that are correlated with branch direction [3].
Static branch prediction can also be done with simple hardware
such as prediction using branch direction (backward taken, for-
ward not taken) [15]. The major advantage of static branch pre-
diction is the low cost. Branch state information is not required
since the prediction is explicitly specified by the program itself.
The fundamental limitation of static branch prediction is the pre-
diction is fixed at compile-time, thus it cannot vary during program
execution. As a result, the accuracy of static branch prediction is
inherently limited for unbiased branches.

The second class of branch prediction strategies is dynamic
branch prediction. Dynamic branch prediction utilizes run-time
behavior to make predictions. In general, a hardware structure is
provided to maintain branch history. Based on the current history,
a prediction is made for each branch encountered in the program.
Example dynamic branch prediction schemes are the branch target
buffer (BTB) with a 2-bit saturating counter [15] [11] and two-
level adaptive branch prediction [16],[17],[14]. More recently, hy-
brid branch predictors which allow different dynamic predictors
to be selected for different branches, have been proposed [13],[4].
The major advantage of dynamic prediction is the increased ac-
curacy. The use of run-time information and the ability to pre-
dict a branch differently during various phases of execution, al-
lows dynamic techniques to enjoy significantly higher accuracy
than static techniques. For superscalar and VLIW processors, this
increased accuracy translates into large performance gains. The
primary disadvantage of the dynamic prediction techniques is the
cost. Dynamic branch prediction techniques utilize relatively large
amounts of hardware and provide difficult challenges for circuit



designers to meet cycle time goals.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for dynamic branch
prediction, referred to as compiler synthesized prediction, that is
not hardware based. Rather, the compiler is completely responsi-
ble for defining and realizing a prediction function for each branch.
The technique is based on the following observation. When a
branch is executed, the contents of the registers offer complete
information on the outcome of the branch. In particular, evalu-
ating the branch comparison on the source register values would
perfectly predict the branch. As we go backwards in time from the
branch, this information becomes gradually less complete. Thus,
the contents of the registers offer a path to predicting the branch,
although the prediction may not be perfect eight or sixteen cycles
in advance of the branch. With this in mind, we propose that the
compiler add a few instructions to the compiled code ahead of
each branch to be predicted. The role of these instructions would
be to predict the branch. These instructions will be standard oper-
ations from the instruction set of the processor, such as arithmetic,
comparison, and logical instructions. The only hardware support
needed for these instructions is that the instructions be allowed
to write their predictions into a “branch predict register” that will
later be used by the processor's instruction pipeline.

There are two major advantages to this approach. First, the
flexibility of selecting a predictor function is vastly increased. The
compiler is free to realize almost any function including standard
hardware prediction functions (such as a 2-bit counter) as well as
new functions involving the processor register values. These new
predictor functions offer the potential to substantially increase the
prediction accuracy where branch history is not effective. Fur-
thermore, a specific prediction function can be tailored for each
branch which minimizes cost and maximizes performance, as is
utilized with the hybrid predictor strategy [4]. However with this
approach, the number of predictors is not limited to a preselected
group which are available in the hardware. The second advantage
of this approach is the reduced hardware overhead. Branch pre-
diction state information is no longer maintained and manipulated
by a separate hardware structure. Rather, the compiler uses archi-
tecturally visible registers and explicit instructions to compute the
branch prediction values.

Two important questions arise with compiler synthesized pre-
diction. How is the compiler to determine the predictor, and how
complex should the predictor be? Clearly, there is a tradeoff be-
tween the complexity of the predictor and its effectiveness. We
give an algorithm that automatically generates a predictor for a
branch from profile information — history of the machine register
values and the branch outcome. The complexity of the predictor
can be explicitly controlled in terms of the number of instructions
involved. We close with experimental results obtained by apply-
ing our algorithm to some sample benchmarks. For each bench-
mark, we selected the branches that are most frequently mispre-
dicted by the profile-based static predictor. Our results show that
our proposed method can offer significantly improved prediction
on these branches. In addition, we compare our results with pop-
ular hardware-based dynamic predictors, namely a 2-bit counter
BTB and a two-level branch predictor.

2 Branch Architecture

The major architectural feature that is required to support com-
piler synthesized dynamic branch prediction is a branch prediction
mechanism that is visible in the instruction set. By visible, it is
meant that the compiler can generate instructions which manipu-
late the prediction values for a particular branch. In this manner,
new prediction functions can be realized by inserting additional in-
structions into the program to compute prediction values and write
them into the appropriate predictor locations. An additional re-
quirement is that there must be a known way to associate branch
predictor locations with the branches themselves. This is neces-
sary to be able to selectively modify prediction values for specific
branches.

The PlayDoh branch architecture is chosen as the baseline ar-
chitecture for this paper [10]. PlayDoh is an experimental ar-
chitecture specification that serves as a vehicle for ILP research.
While PlayDoh provides general branch prediction and instruction
prefetch mechanisms exposed to the compiler, it is not sufficient in
its current form to support compiler synthesized dynamic branch
prediction. Therefore, we extend it to support dynamic branch
prediction. This section summarizes the baseline PlayDoh branch
architecture and our extensions. The application of compiler syn-
thesized branch prediction is not limited in any way to architec-
tures such as PlayDoh. This section closes with a brief discussion
of several strategies to incorporate compiler synthesized prediction
into more traditional branch architectures.

2.1 PlayDoh branch architecture

In the PlayDoh architecture, a branch is broken down into its
basic components [10]. The purpose of this strategy is to allow
different pieces of information regarding a branch to be specified
as soon as they become available. The processor can then utilize
this early information to reduce the performance overhead of the
branch. Branches consist of three components in PlayDoh:

1. Specification of the target address - Prepare-to-branch in-
structions specify the branch target address in advance of the
branch point allowing a prefetch of the instructions from the
target address to be performed [18]. A static prediction bit is
also provided at this step to indicate the direction the com-
piler believes the branch will go.

2. Computation of the branch condition - The branch condition
is computed by a compare-to-predicate instruction and stored
in a predicate register. For an unconditional branch, this con-
dition computation is not required. Hence, this component
does not exist for unconditional branches.

3. Transfer of control - The actual redirection of control flow
occurs if the branch is taken. The true branch in PlayDoh
performs this action. The architecture provides several types
of branch instructions including conditional, unconditional,
branch and link, and special branches to support loop execu-
tion.

The PlayDoh instructions and their functionality are best de-
scribed with an example. For simplicity, the guarding predicates



blt r2, r3, L1 pbra b2, L1, 1
cmpp w lt un un p2, -, r2, r3
brct b2, p2

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Representation of a compare-and-branch instruction in
PlayDoh, (a) conventional branch, (b) PlayDoh equivalent.

Original branch: blt r2, r3, L1

p9 = f (� � �) cmpp w lt un un p2, -, r2, r3
pbra b2, L1, p9, 0 pbra b2, L1, p2, 1
cmpp w lt un un p2, -, r2, r3 brct b2, p2
brct b2, p2

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Representation of a compare-and-branch in PlayDoh
with dynamic prediction, (a) dynamic prediction realization, (b)
early comparison operand availability realization.

for each PlayDoh instruction are ignored in this discussion. Fig-
ure 1 contains an example compare-and-branch instruction for a
general RISC architecture along with its realization in the Play-
Doh architecture. The original branch, blt, branches to label L1 if
r� is less than r�. Otherwise, execution falls through to the next
sequential instruction. In the PlayDoh architecture, the branch is
split up into its 3 components. The first instruction, pbra, specifies
the potential target of the branch if it is taken, namely label L1. In
addition, a 1-bit literal is specified to indicate the static prediction
direction for the branch. In this example, the compiler expects the
branch to be taken, so a '1' is used. The prepare-to-branch instruc-
tion writes the computed effective target address and prediction bit
into a special set of registers, referred to as the branch target reg-
isters (BTRs). For the example, b� is the BTR that is utilized. The
BTRs are the medium to communicate the target and prediction
information to the subsequent branch as well as the instruction
prefetch unit.

The second instruction performs the actual comparison opera-
tion, computing r� � r� and storing the result into a predicate
register (p� in the example). The final instruction performs the ac-
tual branch. Each branch specifies a source BTR, which contains
the branch target address. Furthermore, all branches which are
conditional specify a source predicate operand as the condition. In
this example, a branch on condition true (brct) is utilized, which
indicates if p2 contains a 1, the branch should transfer control to
the target address in b�.

The usage and functionality of the PlayDoh branch instructions
is still a subject of open research, but some general statements
can be made. Ideally, a prepare-to-branch instruction should be
scheduled so that there is enough time between the prepare and the
corresponding branch to prefetch instructions from the target ad-
dress. Therefore, when the actual branch is encountered, instruc-

tion fetch can be immediately switched to the predicted target. The
compiler must also manage the prefetch resources so they are not
over-committed by a number of prepare instructions. There are
no ordering restrictions placed between the prepare-to-branch and
comparison instructions, so they can be scheduled in any order.
However, the comparison instruction normally has limited code
motion freedom because it must wait for the comparison operands
to become available. In contrast, the prepare instruction uses only
immediate operands, so it can be scheduled much earlier to allow
the prefetch to complete.

2.2 Extensions to PlayDoh

As it stands, the PlayDoh architecture only supports static
branch prediction. To enhance it to support compiler synthesized
dynamic branch prediction, two simple extensions are made to the
operation of the prepare-to-branch instruction. First, the 1-bit lit-
eral field used for static prediction is generalized to be a predi-
cate register operand. In this manner, a prediction value may be
computed by an arbitrary set of machine instructions with the final
result placed in a predicate register. The prepare-to-branch instruc-
tion subsequently reads the particular predicate register to obtain
the prediction value.

The second extension is to efficiently handle the case where a
prediction is not required. Rather, the exact direction of the branch
is known when the prepare-to-branch instruction is issued. For this
case, the comparison operands are available very early, which al-
lows the comparison to be computed in advance of the prepare. To
support this mode of operation, a new 1-bit literal field is added
to the prepare-to-branch instruction which specifies whether the
predicate operand is the actual branch direction or simply a predic-
tion. In the case where the predicate is the actual branch condition,
the processor can be much more aggressive in terms of fetching
and executing instructions after the branch since there is no ambi-
guity as to whether the prediction may turn out to be wrong. In
the opposite case where the predicate utilized by the prepare is a
prediction, the normal operation of the prepare is observed.

Instruction sequences illustrating the usage of the enhanced
prepare-to-branch instruction are shown in Figure 2. The most
common use is prepending the previous three instruction sequence
with a set of instructions to compute a dynamic prediction for
the branch. In the example (Figure 2a), the prediction value
is computed by the function f and the result is stored into p�.
The prepare-to-branch instruction explicitly sources the predicate
register containing the prediction value along with the target of
branch. In addition, the literal field specifying whether the pred-
icate is the actual or a predicted value is set to 0, indicating the
predicate is only a prediction. The prepare-to-branch instruction
writes all this information into its destination BTR, b�. The two
remaining instructions are the same as the conventional PlayDoh
architecture.

The second case is where the branch comparison can be per-
formed before the prepare. For this case (Figure 2b), the predicate
operand for the prepare-to-branch is just specified as the destina-
tion of the comparison instruction, p� in the example. In addition,
the 1-bit field in the prepare is set to 1 to indicate the value in p�
is the actual branch direction. Again, the other instructions are
unchanged from the baseline PlayDoh architecture.



2.3 Use in traditional branch architectures

The applicability of compiler synthesized dynamic branch pre-
diction is not limited to architectures employing static branch pre-
diction, such as PlayDoh. It can be efficiently incorporated into
more conventional architectures that utilize hardware-based dy-
namic branch prediction. In [1], two schemes to accomplish com-
piler synthesis are proposed: Predicate Only Prediction (POP) and
Predicate Enhanced Prediction (PEP). For these schemes, a tradi-
tional BTB is extended with an additional field for each entry. The
new field holds the register number for the condition value of the
branch. When a branch is allocated an entry in the BTB, the con-
dition register number is recorded. Subsequent predictions of the
branch fetch and utilize the contents of the condition register to
assist with the prediction. In the POP scheme, the contents of the
condition register fully specify the value of the prediction. In con-
trast for the PEP scheme, the contents of the condition registers
are used to select among two potential prediction values.

These schemes offer two important advantages for a processor
that utilizes hardware-based dynamic branch prediction. First, in
cases where the comparison instruction for a particular branch can
be hoisted sufficiently early, all mispredictions associated with the
branch are eliminated. The branch predictor effectively communi-
cates the known branch condition value to the instruction pipeline.
The second advantage is that they efficiently support compiler syn-
thesis of branch prediction functions. As with the PlayDoh model,
the compiler inserts instructions into the program sufficiently in
advance of the branch to compute prediction values. The only ad-
ditional requirement is the condition value be stored in the branch
condition register. Additionally with the PEP scheme, the com-
piler is free to selectively utilize its own synthesized prediction
functions for certain branches and rely on the hardware-based pre-
dictor for the remaining branches.

3 The Prediction Algorithm

With support for compiler synthesized dynamic branch predic-
tion available, the compiler is free to choose almost any predic-
tion function for a branch. For the purposes of this paper, we
have selected one class of predictor functions for investigation.
Specifically, prediction functions are synthesized which correlate
the values contained in architecture registers with the direction of
the branch. Register contents and branch directions are obtained
by profiling the target program. Of course, many other classes of
prediction functions are interesting and will likely be the subject
of future research.

For this section, a brief description of the general approach to
obtain the information to be utilized by the compiler is first de-
scribed. Then, the algorithms used to derive the branch prediction
function are presented. The algorithm is best described in its basic
form, i.e., in the context of infinite resources, assuming that the
predictor can be arbitrarily complex. Later we describe a practical
version of the algorithm that takes into account the fact that any
real predictor will be restricted to consist of a few instructions.
Otherwise, the cost of evaluating the predictor will outweigh the
gains from the increased prediction accuracy.

3.1 General approach

The synthesis of branch prediction functions which correlate
the values in architecture registers with the branch direction re-
quire two sets of information. First, for each branch a record of
the direction taken for each execution is needed. This is identical
to the information obtained with standard control flow profiling.
The second set of information is a dump of the contents of the reg-
ister file some predetermined distance before the branch. These
register values are those that are available at run-time to compute
a prediction. For the purposes of this paper, the register values 16
cycles before the branch are used. The procedure for collecting
this information fits into the standard three step process used for
almost all profile-based compilation:

Phase (1) Precompile: Compile the program without attempt-
ing any synthesis of branch prediction functions. Instrumentation
code is inserted to collect branch direction information as well as
the contents of the architectural registers a specified number of
machine cycles prior to each branch.

Phase (2) Profile: Run the compiled code on sample inputs.
The program will output the branch profile information as well as
the register dump information.

Phase (3) Recompile: The register dumps are analyzed to iden-
tify correlations between branch directions and the contents of the
registers. Based on the analysis, predictors are constructed for
each branch. The operations for these predictors are added back to
the intermediate code, and the intermediate code is then resched-
uled to generate the final compiled code.

3.2 Basic prediction algorithm

Figure 3 gives our basic algorithm for constructing a predic-
tor for a single branch. The algorithm limits itself to constructing
predictors that are based on at most two registers in that the predic-
tor will predict the branch predicate using the value of some two
registers, at a predetermined number of cycles prior to the branch.
This restriction on the number of registers is not inherent to the
algorithm, and is only in the interest of pragmatics. Apart from
this restriction, the algorithm pays no attention to resource con-
straints. Let the processor have n registers r�� r�� ���rn. Let us
focus on a specific branch b, and assume that the branch predicate
value resides in a branch register rb. At any particular execution
of the branch, let v�� v�� ���� vn denote the values of the registers
at a fixed number of cycles prior to branch b, and let vb denote the
value of the branch predicate after it is evaluated during that run.
In other words, v�� v�� ���� vn and vb constitute the entries in the
register dump, for a particular pass through the branch, with the
values v� � vn for the registers r� � rn being a fixed number of
cycles prior to the branch, and the value vb of the branch predicate
register rb just after the branch.

The algorithm maintains integer valued arrays, Ci for each reg-
ister ri and Ci�j for each pair of registers ri, rj . There is one entry
in Ci for each of the values ri could take, and one entry in Ci�j
for each possible pair of values for ri and rj . This is an imprac-
ticable demand and is solely in the interest of expository clarity.
Later, the algorithm will be modified to respect practical resource
constraints. All the entries in the arrays are initialized to zero. For
each pass through the branch b, if the branch predicate evaluated



for i � �� �� ���� n do
for all register values v do Ci�v� � �;

for i � �� �� ���� n do
for i � �� �� ���� n do

for all register values u� v do Ci�j �u��v� � �;
for each pass through branch b do

if vb � � then
for i � �� �� ���� n do increment Ci�vi�;
for i� j � �� �� ���� n do increment Ci�j �vi��vj �;

else
for i � �� �� ���� n do decrement Ci�vi�;
for i� j � �� �� ���� n do decrement Ci�j �vi��vj �;

for i � �� �� ���� n do Si �
P

v
jCi�v�j;

for i� j � �� �� ���� n do Si�j �
P

u�v
jCi�j �u��v�j;

let k be such that Sk is maximum over all Si.
let l�m be such that Sl�m is maximum over all Si�j .
if Sl�m � Sk then

output the two-register predictor based on rl and rm.
else output the one-register predictor based on rk;

One-register predictor based on rk
predict 	Ck�vk� � �


Two-register predictor based on rl� rm
predict 	Cl�m�vl��vm� � �


Figure 3: The basic algorithm for branch prediction synthesis.

to true (vb has the value 1), the arrays entries incremented. In par-
ticular, if register ri had value vi, then entry Ci�vi� is incremented.
Similarly, Ci�j �vi��vj � is incremented for the pair of registers i� j.
If the branch predicate evaluated to false (vb has the value 0), the
corresponding array entries are decremented. In essence, the en-
tries in the array estimate the usefulness of knowing the values of
the registers towards predicting the branch. If for a given value v

of register ri, the branch predicate evaluates to true much of the
time, the array entry Ci�v� will be strongly positive. Conversely,
if the branch predicate evaluates to false much of the time, the ar-
ray entry Ci�v� will be strongly negative. If the branch predicate
is evenly distributed between true and false, Ci�v� will be close to
zero.

With this in view, after all the passes through the branch
have been processed, the absolute values of the array entries are
summed up to assign scores Si and Si�j to each register ri and
register pair ri� rj . The register or register pair with the highest
score is the best predictor for the branch.

Once the register or register pair with the highest score has
been selected, constructing a predictor is straightforward. Suppose
a single register rk has the highest score. A predictor involving rk
would take the value vk of rk, and check to see whether the array
entry Ck�vk� is positive. If so, the branch is predicted to be 1,
else not. If a pair of registers rl� rm have the highest score, the
predictor would be similar. If Cl�m�vl��vm� is positive, the branch
predicate would be predicted to be 1, else 0.

Reg Pass #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

vb 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
v� 17 17 19 13 14 19 17
v� 15 12 15 12 0 8 8

Table 1: Register dump for 7 passes of a branch, two-register ma-
chine of Example 1. Values for r� and r� are at 16 cycles ahead of
the value for branch register rb.

3.3 Example 1

To illustrate the working of the basic algorithm, we consider
a processor with two registers r� and r�, and one-branch register
rb. Suppose that for a sample execution in a certain program, a
particular branch was executed seven times. The register dump for
these seven passes is show in Table 1, where the values of r� and
r� are at 16 cycles prior to the value of rb.

Applying the basic algorithm, we get the following values for
the array entries.

C����� � ��C����� � ���C����� � ��C���� � ��;
C����� � ��C����� � ��C���� � ���C���� � �;
C����������� � ��C����������� � ��C����������� � ���
C����������� � ��C��������� � ���

C���������� � ���C���������� � ��

From the above array values, we get that S� � �, S� � � and
S��� � �. Taking S� to be the maximum of S�, S� and S���, the
algorithm will output the one-register predictor based on r�. The
predictor is shown below in simplified form.

if v� � �� or v� � �� then predict 1
else predict 0

3.4 Practical prediction algorithm

We now discuss modifications to the basic algorithm to make it
practical. Two issues must be addressed. (1) The range of the reg-
ister values must be quantized so that the arrays Ci and Ci�j are
feasibly small. (2) The complexity of the predictors constructed
should be small and controllable. In order to reduce the range of
the register values, we quantize them to fit within a predetermined
interval. We consider two quantizers, a linear quantizer and a log-
arithmic quantizer. The linear quantizer would scale the register
values linearly to lie between 0 and 256, so that the arrays Ci
would have 256 entries and the arrays Ci�j would have 65536 en-
tries. The logarithmic quantizer would simply take the logarithm
of the register content in base 2, yielding a range from 0 to 32,
assuming 32-bit registers. We will use one of these two quantiz-
ers for each register, depending on the distribution of values in
the register dumps – for values that are widely dispersed we use
the logarithmic quantizer and for values that are concentrated, the
linear quantizer. A less ad hoc procedure for quantizer design is



for i � �� �� ���� n do
for all quantized register values v do Ci�v� � �;

for i � �� �� ���� n do
for i � �� �� ���� n do

for all register values u� v do Ci�j �u��v� � �;
for each pass through branch b do

Quantize v�� v�� ���� vn;
if vb � � then

for i � �� �� ���� n do increment Ci�vi�;
for i� j � �� �� ���� n do increment Ci�j �vi��vj �;

else
for i � �� �� ���� n do decrement Ci�vi�;
for i� j � �� �� ���� n do decrement Ci�j �vi��vj �;

for i � �� �� ���� n do

Si � maxv�
�
�P

v�v�
Ci�v�

�
��

�
�
�
P

v�v�
Ci�v�

�
�
� ;

for i� j � �� �� ���� n do
Si�j � maxu��v��
�
�
P

u�u��v�v�
Ci�j �u��v�

�
�
� �

�
�
�
P

u�u��v�v�
Ci�j �u��v�

�
�
��

�
�
�
P

u�u��v�v�
Ci�j �u��v�

�
�
� �

�
�
�
P

u�u��v�v�
Ci�j �u��v�

�
�
� �

let k be such that Sk is maximum over all Si.
let l�m be such that Sl�m is maximum over all Si�j .

if Sl�m � Sk then
output the two-register predictor based on rl and rm.

else output the one-register predictor based on rk;

One-register/One-compare predictor based on rk
if vk � v� then predict 	

P
v�v�

Ck�v� � �
;
else predict 	

P
v�v�

Ck�v� � �
;

Two-register/Two-compare predictor based on rl� rm
let u � vl� v � vm;
if u � u�� v � v� then

predict 	
P

u�u��v�v�
Cl�m�u��v� � �
;

else if u � u�� v � v� then
predict 	

P
u�u��v�v�

Cl�m�u��v� � �
;
else if u � u�� v � v� then

predict 	
P

u�u��v�v�
Cl�m�u��v� � �
;

else predict 	
P

u�u��v�v�
Cl�m�u��v� � �
;

Figure 4: The practical algorithm for branch prediction synthesis.

deferred to a later paper. There is a considerable body of literature
on optimal quantizer design for prediction, see [12] for instance.

We restrict the complexity of the constructed predictors as fol-
lows. A one-register predictor is only allowed to compare the con-
tents of the register with a single literal. If the register value is less
than the literal, it predicts the branch predicate to be true (false),
else the branch predicate is predicted to be false (true). A three-
way comparison involving less than, equal to, and greater than
can be handled by a simple modification of the algorithm, but is

not considered in this paper. Thus, the practical one-register pre-
dictor requires one operation for its implementation. Similarly, a
two-register predictor is allowed to compare the contents of each
of the registers with literals, and combine the results of the com-
parison with logical operators. There are four possible outcomes
for the combinations of these comparisons, and each combination
will be awarded an independent prediction. Since the four com-
binations can be obtained as the logical AND, OR or XOR of the
outcomes of the two comparisons, the practical two-register pre-
dictor requires three operations for its implementation.

In light of the above, the practical algorithm of Figure 4 works
in much the same was as the basic algorithm, with two exceptions.
Firstly, the arrays Ci and Ci�j are constructed using quantized reg-
ister values. Secondly, the score values Si and Si�j are computed
in the context of the one-compare predictor. Specifically, for each
array Ci, the algorithm finds the best cut-point v� that optimally
partitions the values of ri, in the sense that predicting the branch
predicate to be true (false) for all values that lie below v� and to be
false (true) for all other values is optimal over all cut-points. Sim-
ilarly, for each array Ci�j , the algorithm finds the best cut-point
	u�� v�
 yielding the optimal rectilinear partition of the values of
registers ri and rj .

3.5 Example 2

Let us reexamine Example 1 in the context of the practical al-
gorithm. Since the values of the registers are all small positive
integers, using the linear quantizer to scale the values between 0
and 256 will leave them unaltered. Thus, we can ignore the quan-
tization step, and the arrays C�, C� and C��� will be the same as
in Example 1. We now compute the scores S�, S� and S���. For
r�, v� � �� is the best cut-point, yielding a score S� � �. For
r�, v� � � is the best cut-point, yielding a score S� � �. For the
register pair r�� r�, the best cut-point is u� � ��� v� � � with a
score S��� � �. See Figure 5. Since S��� is the maximum among
these scores, the algorithm outputs the two-register/two-compare
predictor based on registers r� and r�. The predictor is shown
below in simplified form.

Two-register/Two-compare predictor based on r�� r�
if v� � ��� v� � � then predict 1
else predict 0;

4 Experimental Results

The effectiveness of compiler synthesized dynamic branch pre-
diction is analyzed in this section. Branch prediction accuracy re-
sults are presented and compared to four other branch prediction
strategies: static prediction based on profile information, dynamic
prediction using a 2-bit counter BTB, and two configurations of
dynamic prediction using a two-level adaptive predictor.

4.1 Methodology

In order to accomplish compiler synthesized dynamic branch
prediction, the PlayDoh emulation facilities in the IMPACT com-
piler were modified. The modifications were two fold. First, the
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Figure 5: Pictorial view of the optimal cut-point for the two-
register case of Example 2. The circles shown are 	v�� v�
 pairs
for which vb � �, and the squares are 	v�� v�
 pairs for which
vb � �. The optimal cut-point is selected so that the four quad-
rants formed by them best separate the circles from the squares.

synthesis algorithms require dumps of the register file contents
to identify correlations. Instrumentation code was added into the
PlayDoh emulation facility to provide such dumps a user specified
number of cycles before the branch. Thus, when the program is
executed for the profiling phase, the emulator maintains a running
history of the register file contents for the last several cycles of ex-
ecution. Then, for each instrumented branch, the register file con-
tents the specified number of cycles before the branch are dumped
into the profile database. For all the experiments presented in this
paper, a 16 cycle distance is utilized unless otherwise specified.

The second modification was the insertion of new instructions
to realize the derived branch prediction functions by the compiler
backend. The compiler attempts to place the prediction instruc-
tions approximately 16 cycles ahead of the branch. In general, the
compiler must insert these instructions along all paths of control
leading to the branch to ensure the prediction is always available.
For our experiments, this task was simplified by utilizing the su-
perblock compilation approach in the IMPACT compiler [9]. For
most cases, superblock construction ensures a single path leading
to each important branch. Therefore, a single copy of the predic-
tion instructions is inserted into each superblock with a branch tar-
geted for prediction synthesis. With other scheduling frameworks,
multiple copies of the prediction instructions may be required to
cover all paths leading to a branch.

The benchmarks studied in this paper were compiled with su-
perblock compilation techniques for the PlayDoh architecture [9].
The benchmarks consist of 11 integer programs collectively from
the SPEC-92 suite (008.espresso, 023.eqntott, 026.compress, and
072.sc); SPEC-95 suite (099.goand 124.m88ksim); and several
common Unix utilities (grep, lex, qsort, wc and yacc). The pro-
cessor model chosen is an 8-issue VLIW processor. The processor

has no restrictions on the combination of instructions that may be
issued each cycle, except for branches. At most one branch per
cycle is allowed. Further, perfect caches and instruction latencies
for the HP PA-RISC 7100 are assumed [7].

Four alternative branch prediction models are considered in the
evaluation. The first is the conventional static branch prediction
approach using profile information (“Profile”). The second model
is dynamic branch prediction utilizing a BTB with a 2-bit saturat-
ing counter (“2bit-Ctr”). The BTB is assumed to be direct-mapped
and have 1024 entries. The final models are two alternative imple-
mentations of dynamic branch prediction using two-level branch
prediction. One is a PAg configuration with a direct-mapped, 1024
entry branch history table with a history length of 8 bits (“2lv-
PAg(8)”). The other is a PAs configuration with a direct-mapped,
1024 entry branch history table with a history length of 10 bits and
64 pattern history tables (“2lv-PAs(10,64)”).

As it currently stands, our synthesis procedure is not fully auto-
mated. In order to reduce experimentation time, all branches in the
benchmarks were not subject to the prediction synthesis. Instead,
the branches were ranked according to the mispredictions that are
suffered by a static predictor based on profile information. Then,
the top fraction of the branches were treated by the synthesis al-
gorithm. To permit an estimate of full performance results for the
compiler synthesized approach, branches that are not subject to
synthesis utilize the static prediction based on profile information.
More details regarding the branches selected are presented in the
next section.

An important component of the experiments for any profile-
based compilation technique are inputs for each benchmark that
are used for profiling (training) and those for measurement (ref-
erence). For this paper, the effectiveness of compiler synthesized
branch prediction is first evaluated without any profiling uncertain-
ties. Therefore, the reference input is chosen as the training input.
After these measurements, a second set of data is presented to as-
sess the profiling sensitivity of the technique. In this experiment,
separate training and reference inputs are used.

As previously mentioned, the distance chosen to obtain the reg-
ister dumps was 16 cycles. The basis for this choice is that we as-
sume the prepare-to-branch instruction must be issued at least 12
cycles before the actual branch to provide sufficient time to com-
municate the branch prediction value to the processor as well as to
initiate the appropriate instruction prefetch requests. Since the pre-
pare communicates the prediction value to the hardware, the pre-
diction computation must be performed prior to this 12 cycle dis-
tance. Using register values available 16 cycles before the branch
provides a reasonably accurate view of the processor state when
the actual prediction must be computed. Note that having register
dumps for the exact distance at which prediction instructions will
be issued is not required. Although, the prediction functions will
likely lose accuracy if the register dumps are not indicative of the
register values available when prediction instructions are issued.

A consequence of the 16 cycle distance and the 8-issue proces-
sor used in these experiments is that in no case could the actual
branch comparison instruction be scheduled ahead of the prepare.
As was described in Section 2.2, in situations where the compare
can be issued before the prepare, no prediction is required since the
true direction of the branch is known. However, for the processor
models and branches studied in this paper, this situation never oc-



Benchmark No. br Br Cov (%) Mp Cov (%)

008.espresso 14 25.9 67.8
023.eqntott 4 90.9 97.0

026.compress 6 58.9 92.8
072.sc 9 30.2 79.0
099.go 14 7.2 9.7

124.m88ksim 1 3.7 33.8
grep 5 42.1 97.8
lex 12 46.1 71.4

qsort 6 70.2 93.5
wc 4 44.7 99.9

yacc 12 24.7 62.2

Table 2: Characteristics of the branches selected for compiler syn-
thesized branch prediction.

curred. Consequently, all results reported in the next section are
based completely on prediction results.

4.2 Results

Selected branches. Table 2 presents the details of the branches
selected for synthesizing branch prediction functions. As previ-
ously mentioned, for each benchmark, we treated a select sub-
set of the branches with our algorithm, and used the static pre-
dictor to predict the remainder. Column 2 of the table shows
the number of branches treated for each benchmark. Columns 3
and 4 show the dynamic fraction of branches and mispredictions
with a profile-based static predictor that were accounted for by the
treated branches, respectively. For instance, for 008.espresso, the
14 branches treated accounted for 25.9% of the dynamic branches
and 67.8% of the dynamic mispredictions. In general, we selected
branches in order of their static misprediction rate, from most mis-
predicted to least, until we covered 90% of the dynamic total mis-
predictions. This was difficult to achieve for some of the bench-
marks since the number of branches involved was large. For these
benchmarks, a smaller coverage of branches predicted by com-
piler synthesized branch predictions is the consequence. If our
technique were fully automated into a compiler, this would have
not been an obstacle.

Comparison of branch prediction models. The overall per-
formance of the compiler synthesized dynamic branch prediction
method compared with other common branch prediction schemes
is presented in Table 3. The branch prediction schemes compared
against are: a 2-bit counter BTB, a PAg two-level predictor, a PAs
two-level predictor, and a profile-based static predictor. The re-
sults in the table only consider the prediction accuracy for condi-
tional branch instructions in the application. The last two columns
of the table, marked CS-Practicaland CS-Theoretical, correspond
to the misprediction rate of the compiler synthesized practical and
theoretical algorithms, respectively. We remind the reader that in
both cases, we applied our algorithms to a select subset of the
branches as outlined in Table 2, with the remaining branches being
treated with the static predictor. Furthermore, the practical variant
of our algorithm restricts itself to one-compare per register, with at

most two registers being involved in the prediction, requiring one
instruction for a one-register predictor and three instructions for a
two-register predictor. The theoretical predictor is an upper bound
on the performance of the synthesis algorithm, and is shown solely
as a reference point.

From Table 3, it is clear that the practical compiler synthesized
predictor achieves an extremely competitive prediction rate. For
every benchmark tested, the compiler synthesized predictor out-
performs both profile-based prediction and the 2-bit counter BTB.
The most notable improvements occur for 023.eqntottand wc in
which the 2-bit counter misprediction rate is cut in half by the com-
piler synthesized predictor. The two-level predictors and the com-
piler synthesized predictor achieve similar performance levels. On
six of the eleven benchmarks, the compiler synthesized predictor
outperforms the PAg predictor. Similarly, the compiler synthe-
sized predictor outperforms the PAs predictor on five of the eleven
benchmarks. For the remaining benchmarks, the two-level pre-
dictors achieve a better misprediction rate. The major advantage
the two-level and the compiler synthesized predictors have over
the other predictors is exploiting correlation information to com-
pute a more accurate prediction value. Neither the 2-bit counter
nor the profile-based predictor utilize any correlation information.
On the other hand, the correlation information utilized by the two-
level and compiler synthesized predictors is quite different. The
two-level predictors use branch history information exclusively.
In contrast, the compiler synthesized predictor uses the contents
of architecture registers.

Comparing the practical and theoretical misprediction rates for
the compiler synthesized predictors in Table 3 shows that gener-
ally a near upper bound result can be achieved with the practical
realization of the prediction function. The one real exception to
this statement occurs for 026.compress, in which a 9.808% miss
rate is achieved with the practical while a 7.408% is theoretically
feasible. In general, it is believed there is a large room for im-
provement in both the practical and theoretical performance levels
by using more careful quantizer designs, and allowing a broader
range of operations within the predictor.

Table 4 is similar to Table 3, but compares the performance
of the various predictors only over the branches that were treated
by the synthesis algorithm. In general, the performance differ-
ences between the branch prediction schemes become more appar-
ent in this experiment. The smoothing effect of utilizing profile-
based prediction for the untreated branches is removed. As a re-
sult, the performance differences between the compiler synthe-
sized model and the 2-bit counter and profile-based static model
becomes quite substantial. On average, the misprediction rate
is reduced by approximately 50% with the compiler synthesized
model on the selected branches. The largest improvement is ob-
served for 124.m88ksim, in which the misprediction rate is reduced
from approximately 50% for the profile and 2-bit counter models
to less than 1% with the compiler synthesized model.

Interestingly, the relative performance distinction between the
two-level model and the compiler synthesized model is increased
when only the selected branches are considered. The bench-
marks in which each model outperforms the other model remain
unchanged. However, the performance difference is noticeably
larger. For example, with 072.scthe misprediction difference has
substantially increased to favor both two-level prediction schemes



Benchmark Misprediction Rate (%)
2bit-Ctr 2lv-PAg(8) 2lv-PAs(10,64) Profile CS-Practical CS-Theoretical

008.espresso 9.449 5.025 4.497 12.703 6.942 6.833
023.eqntott 17.561 6.115 5.455 13.381 8.214 7.961

026.compress 12.795 11.946 10.947 13.933 9.808 7.408
072.sc 6.783 2.667 1.601 11.000 5.399 5.084
099.go 26.880 28.507 25.157 24.853 24.317 23.996

124.m88ksim 5.840 4.202 2.300 5.463 3.630 3.622
grep 1.611 1.374 1.377 1.333 1.164 0.975
lex 2.268 1.413 0.964 2.660 1.863 1.659

qsort 17.652 16.619 15.568 16.249 14.117 14.011
wc 9.961 10.889 10.621 9.394 4.822 3.534

yacc 5.636 4.118 3.275 7.783 5.620 5.385

A-mean 10.585 8.443 7.433 10.796 7.809 7.315

Table 3: Comparison of the overall dynamic branch misprediction rate for all of the prediction schemes.

Benchmark Misprediction Rate (%)
2bit-Ctr 2lv-PAg(8) 2lv-PAs(10,64) Profile CS-Practical CS-Theoretical

008.espresso 22.472 9.580 8.752 33.302 11.036 10.614
023.eqntott 18.834 6.062 5.567 14.279 8.595 8.316

026.compress 20.393 19.363 18.092 21.958 14.955 10.880
072.sc 17.030 2.871 1.771 28.748 10.213 9.170
099.go 35.015 36.610 29.998 33.238 25.827 21.391

124.m88ksim 49.891 0.528 0.513 49.861 0.386 0.174
grep 3.748 3.173 3.130 3.097 2.695 2.245
lex 3.611 2.053 1.298 4.124 2.395 1.952

qsort 23.269 21.080 19.811 21.650 18.612 18.459
wc 22.255 24.018 23.641 20.993 10.767 7.884

yacc 12.280 8.228 6.485 19.627 10.857 9.902

A-mean 20.800 12.142 10.823 22.807 10.576 9.181

Table 4: Comparison of the dynamic branch misprediction rate across all of the prediction schemes over just the branches treated by the
prediction synthesis algorithm.

for only the selected branches. In contrast, for 099.goand wc, the
misprediction difference is increased to distinctly favor the com-
piler synthesized model. Clearly, for 072.scbranch directions cor-
relate very strongly with branch history. In contrast, for 099.go
and wc the correlation of the branch directions with branch his-
tory is rather weak. Branch prediction using correlation with the
contents of the register file provides distinct performance improve-
ments. One potential strength of compiler synthesized branch pre-
diction is the ability to tailor branch prediction functions to distinct
branches to take advantage of the strongest correlations.

Effect of prediction distance. One important parameter that
has been kept constant up to this point is the distance ahead of
the branch in which the prediction is computed. Figure 6 shows
the misprediction rate achieved with compiler synthesized dy-
namic branch prediction for the most frequently executed branch
in 026.compressas the branch prediction distance is varied from
1 to 64 cycles. Recall, that a 16 cycle distance has been assumed

throughout all the previous experiments. The figure also contains
data points for the four alternative branch prediction models for
reference purposes. For these models, the specified prediction dis-
tance is not applicable. From the figure, the prediction accuracy is
perfect for the compiler synthesized model for up to two cycles be-
fore the branch. At this distance, the branch comparison operands
are available and can be used directly to determine the outcome of
the branch.

As the distance is increased, the misprediction rate of the prac-
tical compiler synthesized model increases steadily, crossing both
two-level misprediction rates between 16 and 32 cycles. This re-
sult reflects the information loss in the register file as earlier and
earlier points in time are considered. However, even at 64 cycles
before the branch, the compiler synthesized model achieves nearly
the performance of the PAg two-level predictor and out performs
both the 2-bit counter and profile models. Its encouraging to ob-
serve that the theoretical compiler synthesized predictor maintains
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Figure 6: Effect of prediction distance on the accuracy of compiler
synthesized branch prediction.

Benchmark Static (%) Dynamic (%)

008.espresso 0.03 8.06
023.eqntott 0.05 25.53

026.compress 0.17 14.33
072.sc 0.04 8.94
099.go 0.03 2.33

124.m88ksim 0.00 1.43
grep 0.25 9.14
lex 0.12 10.40

qsort 2.44 7.32
wc 2.15 14.65

yacc 0.16 8.69

A-mean 0.49 10.07

Table 5: Static and dynamic instruction overhead to accomplish
compiler synthesized branch prediction.

nearly a 0% misprediction rate through 16 cycles for this branch.
With a more sophisticated algorithm for computing practical pre-
dictors, it is expected the real performance can more closely track
the theoretical performance.

Overhead of prediction synthesis. The primary overhead as-
sociated with compiler synthesized dynamic branch prediction is
the additional instructions that the compiler inserts to realize the
prediction functions. Table 5 presents the static and dynamic in-
struction overhead incurred with prediction synthesis. From the
table, the static code size is not appreciably effected by the predic-
tion instructions. On average, the prediction instructions increase
the static code size by only 0.49%. The dynamic instruction count
is more noticeably increased by the prediction instructions. The
average increase across the benchmarks is 10.07% with the largest
increases occurring for 023.eqntott, 026.compress, and wc. These
large increases generally occur in cases where the benchmark con-
tains a small loop which dominates the dynamic execution. Insert-

Benchmark Misprediction Rate (%)
Training � Ref Training �� Ref

Overall Selected Overall Selected

008.espresso 6.942 11.036 7.808 12.821
023.eqntott 8.214 8.595 8.300 8.678

026.compress 9.808 14.955 10.642 16.042
072.sc 5.399 10.213 8.784 16.121
099.go 24.317 25.827 24.752 27.521

124.m88ksim 3.630 0.386 3.720 0.386
grep 1.164 2.695 1.139 2.635
lex 1.863 2.395 2.153 2.911

qsort 14.117 18.612 14.136 18.639
wc 4.822 10.767 4.988 11.136

yacc 5.620 10.857 6.365 11.475

A-mean 7.809 10.576 8.435 11.669

Table 6: Effect of the training input on the dynamic branch mis-
prediction rate for compiler synthesized branch prediction.

ing several instructions into this loop to realize a branch prediction
function substantially increases the dynamic instruction count. For
larger benchmarks with a more dispersed execution pattern, a more
modest increase in dynamic instruction count is observed.

The relationship between the increase in the dynamic instruc-
tion count and the associated increase in the dynamic cycle count
is highly dependent on the processor model. For our experiments,
sufficient empty instruction slots were generally available to place
the prediction instructions. Therefore, only negligible increases
in dynamic execution cycles were observed. For a processor
with fewer available instruction slots, larger increases are possi-
ble. Note that the prediction functions exclusively utilize ALU
instructions. Thus, the dynamic execution overhead will be highly
dependent on the available ALU execution bandwidth.

Profile sensitivity. Up to this point, all of the results presented
in this section utilize the same input for reference and training.
Clearly, this approach provides optimistic results for any profile-
driven compilation technique. To provide a better understanding
of the profile sensitivity of the synthesized prediction functions,
the branch prediction accuracy results are regenerated using dif-
ferent inputs for reference and training. The misprediction rates
for the compiler synthesized predictors are compared for different
training inputs in Table 6. The first two columns of the table are the
previously presented misprediction rates for the practical predic-
tion algorithm over the entire application and over just the selected
branches (column 5 of Tables 3 and 4). The last two columns cor-
respond to the same data with an input different from the reference
input used for training.

Across the benchmarks, the use of a different training input
produces only small losses of accuracy for the synthesized predic-
tor functions. As an example with 008.espresso, the misprediction
rate for the selected branch increases from 11.0% to 12.8% with
the different training input. In correspondence, the overall mispre-
diction rate increases from 6.9% to 7.8%. The loss of accuracy
occurs for several reasons. First, some of the branches may be-
have differently across different runs of the application. Second,



the register values that are correlated with branch direction in one
run, may have a weaker correlation in a different run. However,
in general, the synthesized prediction functions appear to be rather
stable with a different training input. In fact, for all cases where the
compiler synthesized predictor achieved better performance than
the two-level predictors in the original experiment, this relation
still holds in this experiment.

The one notable exception is 072.sc. For this benchmark, rather
large increases in the misprediction rates are observed. The predic-
tion functions synthesized from the training input were not effec-
tive for predicting the branches with the reference input. Clearly,
a more suitable training input or set of training inputs are required
for this benchmark. It is important to note that by no means is this
profile sensitivity experiment complete. More detailed analysis of
the profile sensitivity of compiler synthesized branch prediction is
required to make any definitive conclusions.

5 Concluding Remarks

A novel branch prediction technique called compiler synthe-
sized dynamic branch predictionhas been proposed in this paper.
Our technique combines the lower cost of static compile-time pre-
diction with the greater accuracy of dynamic prediction. Specifi-
cally, we proposed that the compiler use profile feedback to define
a prediction function for each branch and insert a few explicit in-
structions per branch into the compiled code to compute the pre-
diction function. These instructions are carefully selected to pre-
dict the direction of the branch using any information available
during run-time. To substantiate our proposal, we presented an al-
gorithm for selecting the prediction instructions. Using simulation
experiments on a range of benchmark programs, we demonstrated
the performance of the approach against contemporary static and
dynamic branch prediction strategies. Our experiments showed
that the performance of our algorithm is significantly better than
that of the 2-bit counter BTB, and is comparable to that of the
more sophisticated two-level hardware predictors.

These encouraging early results point us towards further re-
search to improve the effectiveness of the technique. One im-
portant issue that warrants investigation is more general branch
prediction functions. Currently, the algorithms are limited to a
specific class of prediction functions. Extensions to support other
classes may provide significant increases in prediction accuracy.
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